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Executive Summary 
State of North Dakota (“customer”) engaged Planet to see if it is possible to recovery mailbox 
data for two mailboxes for former State Employees. These employees’ mailboxes were deleted 
earlier this year. At the time of the request for the State of North Dakota to recover the data 
Microsoft’s soft deleted policy had already elapsed and the data was purged from all data stores 
within their Data Centers. Microsoft currently has this policy in place for all mailboxes, that are 
not under Litigation hold, to have a 30 day soft deleted period. After those 30 days has past the 
mailbox store which holds the data is purged once. The 30-day policy only takes effect once the 
mailbox has been unlicensed it is system. This action automatically marks the mailbox to be 
deleted within the Microsoft Exchange online system. This policy can be found in the following 
article. In an effort to ensure that the data is truly purged Planet was engaged to see if there is 
any possible way to recover this data within the Microsoft System. This document outlines all 
methods the Planet team did in the recovery attempt. The two mailboxes in question have a 
PrimarySMTPAddress of tseibel@nd.gov and wstenehjem@nd.gov.  

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/recipients-in-exchange-online/delete-or-restore-mailboxes
mailto:tseibel@nd.gov
mailto:wstenehjem@nd.gov
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Methods of Recovery  
The following show the methods deployed to see if the mailbox for either of these users could 
be recovered.  

Soft Deleted Mailboxes 

When a mailbox is deleted, it will go into a soft deleted state and commands within Powershell 
can be used to see these to try and recover the mailbox. When connected to Exchange 
Management shell the following command can be used.  

 

Get-Exomailbox -SoftDeletedMailbox | ?{$_.userprincipalName -eq "wstenehjem@nd.gov" -and 
$_.UserPrincipalName -eq "tseibel@nd.gov"} 

 

If the mailbox is present, then the data is recoverable. In the case of the two mailboxes that the 
State has requested to investigated are not found when running the command. There are 
currently 9 mailboxes that are within this current state to ensure that the command is working as 
expected. 

 

Relicensing the Mailbox 

Due to Microsoft integrations within Office 365, if the user was never deleted and still has the 
same objectGUID within Azure. An admin can relicense the mailboxes and a provisioning 
process will automatically reconnect the disconnected mailboxes, If it is in the 30 day window. 
Although 9 months has past this method was used to see if something had been retained, 
however, when doing this a newly created mailbox with no data was provisioned instead.  

Archive 

When the user is relicensed as mentioned above previous AD settings are retained and Planet 
can see if an Archive was active for the users at the time of deletion. In this case both mailboxes 
did not have Archive Enabled within office 365 and no data could be recovered. 
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Litigation Hold 

As with the Archive method we can see if the mailbox was on a litigation hold. However, both 
mailboxes at the time of deletion were not placed on a litigation hold so no data could be 
recovered. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
When the State of North Dakota received the initial request for recovery of the mailbox data too 
much time had already past to do such an action. The deletion had already taken place 30 days 
after the user was unlicensed. There is no form of these mailboxes retained within the States 
tenant that can be recovered in any form. Base on the Office 365 standard configuration that is 
established in every tenant, Planet has concluded there is no way to recover this data outside 
the 30 day window. Planet is confident in saying with 100% confidence that there is no data to 
be recovered for any mailbox within the Microsoft Office 365 system. 
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